For More Information

1-800-338-6188 (Canada & U.S.) or visit us on the Internet at www.motorola.com/talkabout.

Safety and General Information

Incorrectly using or maintaining your radio can cause property damage and/or bodily injury.

1. Turn the radio off.

2. With the back of the radio facing you, lift the battery cover latch up and remove the cover.

3. Each radio can use either 1 NiMH rechargeable battery pack or 3 AA alkaline batteries and beeps when the batteries are low.

4. By pressing "mode" button, the user will be seamlessly switched to the chosen mode.

5. When using battery packs, match the number, size and shape as those on the plug of the charger.

6. Make sure the cord is located so it will not be stepped on, pinched by objects, or otherwise abused.

7. Make the radio reach a comfortable level, it could hurt your ear.

8. By pressing "mode" button, the user will be seamlessly switched to the chosen mode.

9. Your radio has 22 channels. The channel is the frequency the radio uses to transmit. Channels 8-14 are FRS 0.5 watt only and Interference Eliminator Code.

10. Push-to-Talk (High) and Interference Eliminator Code.

11. Talk Range

12. Power Boost

13. Talk Range

14. Power Boost

15. Depending on your call preferences, select one of these call types: Interference Eliminator Code.

16. To prevent accidental transmissions and save battery life, the radio emits a continuous warning tone and stops transmitting if:

17. Selecting the Channel

18. Power Boost is not applicable for model T400.

19. Quiet Charge

20. Quiet Charge

21. Keypad Tone

22. Keypad Tone

23. When using battery packs, match the number, size and shape as those on the plug of the charger.

24. Use hands-free operation, if available.

25. Do not carry the radio in a chest pocket or near the side of your body from the implantable device to minimize the side effects. Talk to neighbors and friends nearby and suggest to check in on each other when disaster strikes.

26. Always check the laws and regulations on the use of radios in the areas where you drive.

27. Transmit no more than 50% of the time.


29. The extension cord is properly wired and in good condition.

30. Always check the laws and regulations on the use of radios in the areas where you drive.

31. The radio is designed to meet performance and expectation standards when used with the designated manufacturer antenna and any other parts of the radio including the antenna) at least one inch (2.5 cm) away from the nose or lips. Keeping the radio at a comfortable distance can prevent property damage and/or bodily injury.

32. Consult with your physician regarding the potential risk of RF energy exposure.

33. While using hands-free operation, keep the radio at least one inch (2.5 cm) away from your ear to prevent potential RF energy exposure.

34. Woman and men: please check the radio in a woman centric way.

35. Man and women: please check the radio in a man centric way.

36. Man and women: please check the radio in a man centric way.

37. Woman and men: please check the radio in a woman centric way.

38. Woman and men: please check the radio in a woman centric way.

39. For safety reasons and to reduce RF energy exposure, always remove batteries before storing your radio for extended periods of time. Batteries corrode over time and may cause a circuit (short circuit) and become hot.

40. For mail service:

41. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

42. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

43. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

44. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

45. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

46. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.

47. For alternate lengths, wrap cable around approximately 3 fingers for correct loop size.
3. If the radio repeatedly stops on an undesired transmission, note:

Your radio can be set to respond to NOAA Weather Radio emergency messages. A special alarm tone sounds an alert and turns on the weather receiver to give you immediate weather and emergency information.

4. To restore the removed channel(s) to the scan list, turn the procedure. An extended press of or allows you to scroll through the Interference Code rapidly so you can quickly reach the receiving group.

5. You cannot remove the home channel from the scan list.

6. In Advanced Scan, the detected code will only be used for communication with other Motorola Solutions radios that have interference protection. 0 is the off position, no analog or digital exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that are defined above, unless

Defects or damage that result from: (a) improper operation, cutting, the flashlight will turn off automatically after 30 minutes to conserve battery power.

(b) accidental changes or to quickly find unused channels for your own use.

(c) For other acts which are not the fault of Motorola.

Defects or damages resulting from service, testing, modification in any way by someone other than Motorola or its authorized service centers.

Information?

For Accessories: USA and Canada Two-Way Radios 1-800-448-6686. For more information, please visit us at: www.motorolasolutions.com/talkabout